Basic African American Family Research
Oregon and Other Resources C onstruct a very basic ancestor tree, beginning with YOU and going backwards to your furthest-back (a term used by the late James Dent Walker, who was an African American archivist at the National Archives), known ancestor. This basic tree should include as many dates and places as known, but should include only the information that does not have to be researched. That is, for this beginning step, simply include what you know right now.
It is advised that beginning researchers select one ancestral line at a time for researching. Decide which ancestral line you want to research first. Beginning with the furthest-back ancestor of that line, construct a descendant tree or outline. This should include the brothers and sisters of each person in each generation. Hopefully, you have a genealogy computer program, such as FamilyTreeMaker ™ , to input your information. This program will automatically produce ancestor and descendant trees, among other charts and lists.
Your research purpose now should be to fill in the blank spaces regarding:
• Begin with the 1920 Federal census and work backwards. The reason for beginning with 1920 is that, regardless of what we think we know about our family, the census often reveals additional children and even second and third marriages about which we had not known. You must know the surname (last name) of the individual who would have been the head of a household in that year. You must also know the state in which that individual was living in 1920. The 1920 census will reveal places (states) of birth so that we know where to look for the family in preceding census years.
Once you have identified the family in that year, you will search for them in the previous census year (1910) 
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marriages, and deaths, genealogies of specific families, information on histories of cities and counties, etc.
State

State Archives
State archives hold publications and other material relating specifically to that state and may include indexes to local births, marriages, divorces, and deaths.
Genealogical and Historical Societies
Check for locations in the specific cities and counties being researched. It may be helpful to join the society of your research site.
Internet
My personal family history was conducted years before Internet became popular for genealogical research. During the past three years, however, I have become an advocate of "surfing the net" and have found innumerable resources this way. My current favorite is Ancestry.com, where I have located marriage records, city directory listings, and census citations that would have taken me weeks to obtain. I do caution the reader, however: Unless the material has been digitized using the original document, any use of internetretrieved information should be documented personally. For example, if you should find a marriage listed in an index, send for the actual marriage document for authenticity. These resources should give you and your genealogical customers an idea of possible resources available to them, to begin the rewarding process of finding their African American ancestors.
